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ABSTRACT 

An algorithm for very accurate visualization of an iso-surface in a 3D medical dataset has been developed in the past few 
years. This technique is extended in this paper to several kinds of measurements in which exact geometric information of a 
selected iso-surface is used to derive volume, length, curvature, connectivity and similar geometric information from nn 
object of interest. 
The actual measurement tool described in this paper is fully interacti ve, The highly accurate iso-surface volume-rendering 
algorithm i~ used to describe the actual measurement that should be performed, For instance, objects for which volumes 
should be calculated, or paths from which the length should be calculated can be selected at sub-voxel resolution. Ratios of 
these quantities can be used to automatically detect anomalies in the human body with a high degree of confidence. 
The actual measurement tool uses a polygon-based algorithm that can distinguish object connectivity at sub-voxel resolution. 
in exactly the same manner as the iso-surface algorithm. Segmentation based on iso-surfaces geometrical topology can he 
done at this point . 
The combination of the iso-surface volume-rendering algorithm nod the polygon-based algorithm makes it possible to 
achieve both visual interaction with the dataset and highly accurate measurements. WC believe that the proposed method 
contributes to the integration of visual and geometric information and is helpful in eli nical diagnosis, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we are going to present the ongoing research on the development of a software toolkit to visualize and (0 

extract geometrical information from medical data sets obtained from CT or MRI scanners, This software represents a useful 
and efficient combination of different techniques. Some of these are voxei-hased techniques, and polygon based ones. The 
visualization process will be done by using a ray casting algorithm that will be a voxel -based algorithm. The measurement s 
will be done mainly in the triangle space. An effective interface between the two spaces will be required in order to achieve 
the maximum benefit from the combination of the techniques. 

The acquisition of geometric information from medical data can playa very important role in a wide range of clinical 
applications. Several approaches can be found in the literature to measure different magnitudes of interest. In most of the 
cases, a dedicated algorithm is developed for each different case, even when the magnitude is the same [3.7). Usually, <lI1 

algorithm to perform volume calculations of the brain is different than an algorithm to measure the volume of the heart. In 
our case, our goal is to develop one unique algorithm [or each geometric magnitude: an algorithm valid (or the same 
magnitude measured in different regions of the human body. The concept of an iso-surface plays a very important role at this 
point. 

The complete application is based on the concept of an iso-surface. An iso-surface ill a continuous three dimensional Geld 
Ftx.y.z) is defined as the set of three dimensional points for which the equation f'(x.y ,Z)::;!so-value is satisfied (where [so
value is a certain pre-defined value). In the case of 3d medical datasets obtained with CT or MRI scanners, the data consists 
of a three-dimensional set of scalar values . This set can be described as a discrete function D(i,j,k), where i, j, k are integer 
numbers. This discrete data field is the result of convolution of the point spread function of the acqui sition device with all 
object :II discrete sampling locations. As pointed by Bosma [11, a re-sampling function R( x,y .z ), that might be interpolati ng 
or approximating, can be used 10 compute the values of the discrete data field at arbitrary (x.y.z) locations, Then, this re

sampling function extends the discrete data field to a continuous data field Ctx.y.z), We will define the iso-surface in the 
discrete field D(i.j.k) as the iso-surface in this continuous data field Ctx.y.z) . 
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ln order to perform a measurement, we will extract one iso-surface from the region of interest, and then we will apply our 
algorithms. For instance, if we want to measure the volume of the heart, we will extract one iso-surface that describes the 
geometry of the he an, and then, we will compute the volume enclosed by that iso-surface, The iso-surface that describes a 
brain is different from the one helonging to the heart. In some situations, we will probabl y need two different algorithms to 
compute the two iso-surfaces, But on ce we have the two iso-surfaces, the same algorithm will be used to estimate the 
volume. 

2. ISO-SURFACE VOLUME RENDERING 

A highly efficient implementation of the iso-surface volume-rendering algorithm introduced by Bosma [2J is used in our tool 
to visualize the iso-surfaces in the data set. With the current implementation, up to 7 frames per seco nd can be achieved in the 
visualization process, in a 256 by 256 by 109 dataset, in a 600 MHz Pentium III, with very high quality images almost free of 
artifact s. The reconstruction fill er used is the tri-linear interpolator. This implementation provides us with a ve ry powerful 
mechanism 10 visually interact with the data set. Other approaches, such as rendering a mesh, will not give us such a good 
ratio between quality and speed in low co st workstations. Figure I shows an example of the iso-surface volume rendering 
algorithm. 

Figure L lso-surfaces rendered with the algorithm introduced by Bosma. 

3. THE TRIANGLE MESH 

Several methods in order to extract a triangle mesh from a data set already exist in the literature [6 J. In our first attempt to 
perform a vectorization of the iso-surfaces, a fast implementation of the standard marching cubes algorithm [5 J has been 
used. Despite some drawbacks of this algorithm, like the presence of ambiguous configurations [4], we decided to use it 
because of its s implic ity. Another charac te ristic of this algorithm is that marching cubes makes lise of the linear interpolator 
to compute the vertices of the triangles, This is consistent with our iso-surface render algorithm implementation. that makes 
lise of the 1.1 near interpolator to reconstruct the conti nuous field . Moreover, it is not difficult to implement and it is fast . In the 

current implementation. it takes 0 .25 seconds to compute marching cubes for a 256 by 256 hy 109 eight bit data se t, in a 600 
MHz Pentium 1If, so interactive speed is feasible when changing the iso-value, This timing information corresponds to the 
iso -surface shown in the right picture of Figure I . A last benefit is that the measurement algorithms are independent o f the 
algorithm used to extract the triangle mesh. This allows us to select between different triangutarization algorithms without 
changing the rest of the application. In the future , different techniques to extract a triangle mesh from the data set wi ll be 
tested. 
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4. COMBINING THE TECHNlQUES 

As said before, the visualization tool we use is a voxel-based application, and the measurement tool is a triangle-bas. 
application. The data input for the visualization tool is a three dimensional array, and the data input Ior the measurement to 
is a coLlection of triangie meshes. We obtain one triangle mesh for each connected iso-surface . By visual inspection , objec 
presented in the output image of the iso-surface volume-rendering algorithm are chosen by the human expert. To perform 1 

measurements on one object present in this image, the human expert selects one pixel in the image . This pixel is part of t 
rendering of one particular iso-surface, Now, the program needs to know the triangle mesh that belongs 10 the object ~eI CCI 

in this manner. In order to do so, we render the complete polygon mesh once, without any lighting , and using one color p 
non-connected polygon mesh. In this process, we will use the same transformation matrices that we used in the visualizari 
process. This rendering is done in a window of the same size as the window of the voxcl space rendering. so we have a one 
one correspondence between the pixels of the two images. 

One of the outputs of this triangle based rendering process is an image that will not be visible for the user. This image can 
seen as a color map: the possible different colors of the pixels of this image will be the colors we used to render the mesh 
of different objects . So, just by reading the color of the pixel we have selected in the visualization tool output image, t 
program knows on which mesh we are going to perform the measurements. 

The other output of the triangle-based algorithm is a depth buffer. This depth buffer can be combined with the depth buffer 
the voxel-based algorithm to study the spatial differences between the two different representations of the same iso-surface. 

Another interface between the measure tool and the visualization 1001 is possible as well. This communication can 
established through a binary shell. A binary shell is a set of bits. one per cell in the discrete data field. The hinan' sh, 
provides us with an efficient mechanism 10 select cells in the voxel space. Usually. the binary shell is used 10 mark the cc 
in the voxel space that are crossed by an iso-surface, The usage of a binary shell is one of the main optimizations in (I 

visualization tool. Normally. the binary shell is calculated through comparing each voxel of the cell with the iso-value : if 
voxels are above or below the iso-value, the associated bit will be 0: if there are voxels above and below. the bit will be 
Although it is possible to compute the binary shell for a given data set and a given iso-value, we can also compute il tron 
triangle mesh. For instance, we can be interested in visualizing only one of the multiple disconnected iso-surtnces that we c 
have in one data set for a given iso-value. In this case, the visualization 1001 needs the portion of the binary shell belongi IIg 
that particular mesh. This binary shell can be computed just by analyzing the intersection of the triangles of the object 
interest with the cells. In our implementation, marching cubes was the algorithm applied to generate the triangles, In tf 
particular case, every triangle belongs to one and only one voxel cell. So we can generate a binary volume for the object 
interest JUSl by setting a bit for the voxel cell of every triangle in the mesh of the object. 

This approach can be used to do a segmentation of the data at sub-voxel resolution, based on connection between i< 
surfaces. Actually, when we have several iso-surfaces crossing the same voxcl, we can't segment the data if we compute I 

binary shell comparing the voxels with the iso-value . But with the help of the triangle meshes. we can generate one bin; 
shell for each non-connected iso-surface. Combining these binary shells. we can know not only the cells crossed by the i' 
surfaces, but also which cells are crossed by which iso-surfaces. 

5. VOLUME COMPUTATION 

The volume estimation algorithm is a voxel-based algorithm- The current algorithm is very simple, and it was designed 
testing purposes. 

We are interested in the value of the volume enclosed by an iso-surface, The method starts with the computation of til 
binary volumes: the so-called above binary volume, the below binary volume and the ISO binary volume . A hit in the ab. 
binary volume is set to one if the eight voxels of the cell are above the iso-value, This means that that cell is cornplct 
inside the iso-surface. A bit equals to one in the below binary volume imply that the eight voxels of the cell are below the i 
value. so the cell is completely outside the iso-surface. The iso-binary volume is the normal binary shell: a bit set in the 
binary volume reflects the [act that this cell is partially inside the iso-surfacc and partially outside, We define the alx 
volume as the number of bits set in the above binary volume. In a similar way. we deft IlC the below volume and the 
volume as the number of bits in the below and iso binary volumes. 

With this information we obtain a first approximation of the volume. Assuming (h;11 the volume 01 each cell i<; one. 
volume enclosed by the iso-surface will lie between the number of cells that are completely inside the iso-surfa cc and' 
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plus the number of cells that are partialty inside the iso-surface. Therefore, the volume is between the above volume 
um volume} and the above volume plus the iso volume (above volume). This affirmation is error free, and is one of 
n advantages of the :lIgorithl1l. 

ference bel ween this two values is equal to the iso volume, and is usually too big. We can get much better results just 
lividing the cells Ih31 are set in the iso binary vo lume. With a re-sampling function, we can get a finer grid inside these 
id we can apply the same algorithm. 

urrcnt implementation, we sulxli ville each cell selected in the iso binary volume in 31 * ;) 1 * 31 cells, so for each cell 
ie iso binary volume, we get 32 by 32 by 32 new voxels . We have chosen this number because it gives a very good 
tween accuracy and performance for computers with 32 bit registers. 

urrent implcmeruation or the volume estimation algorithm, the re-sampling function used to oversarnple the data was 
ear interpolation function. Higher order interpolators can be used if they do not introduce overshooting. Overshooting 
if, when applying the reconstruction filter to compute the value of the continuous field inside a cell, we can gel values 
lie cell that are above or below all the eight voxels of the cell. If this is the case, we can have eight voxels greater then 
value. but it is possible that this cell is crossed by the iso-surface, The cubic-spline interpolation funcuon is an 
~ of such kiud of re-sampling fillers that present overshooting. 

:t results we have obtained applying the algorithm on different medical data sets show that the difference between the 
III aud the maximum value of the volume enclosed by the iso-surfaces are.typically between 1 -5 % of the minimum 
3ut a more exhaustive lest has 10 he done, including a test comparing our results with another approaches. Table I 
.orne votumc measurements performed with the volume estimation algorithm. 

Dura set Iso-value Min volume Max volume Difference Error (% ) 

MR brain 61 944687 .11 955833.62 
, 

11146.5 1.18 

MR brain 94 340601.62 34885) .46 8247.84 2.42 

[vIR brain 125 61246.67 63156.44 1909.77 3.12 

CT head 300 2648969.50 2664086.25 15116.75 0.57 

CT head 400 2311747.75 2324807.50 f 1059.75 OA8 

CT head 500 2164199.50 2173077.50 8878 OAI 

Table 1. Results of the estimation algorithm. 

6. PATH LENGTH COMPUTATION 

iliows us to ha ve an estimation of the minimum path length between two points over an iso-surface, The selection of ' 
oints can be. done ill the iso-surfacc volume-rendering tool. Using the triangle mesh, we select IWO triangles. The 
ecognizes whether these IW() triangles belong to the same object, i.e., Ihe same iso-surface. 1f this is the case. then it 
Issihlc to find a minimum knglh pnlh over the iso-surface. Once we hove selected the. two triangles in the. mesh 
to the object we are visualizing. the program build" a connected graph lIsil1g points in the polygon mesh . In a first 
'ation, only vertices of the triangles were used . In this case. the nodes of the graph are the veruces of the triangles, 
: 5 are the edges of the triangles. The accuracy obtained with this approach was not satisfactory, so we added extra 
:st: extra points were the center points of the triangles and the middle points of the edges of the triangles. With this 
ach, much better results are achieved. Figure 2 shows the two different graphs for the same triangle mesh, in this 

plane iso-surface. 



I . 

Figure 2. Two different graphs e xtr,l CI~d from the 8.-II IIC triangle mesh. 

Once the program has c rea ted the connected g raph. we apply the Dijkstra algorithm [9\ to find a se t made out of nodes of the 
graph that gives us the minimum len gth path over the triangle mesh. The len gth of the miniunun path rounded in the polygon 
mesh will ,he an approximation of the minimum distance between the two points o ver the rso-surtuce selected ill the 1<;0 

SUrface volume-rendering tool. In Figure 3, two different path s are shown in order to remark [he difference s h CI\H:CIJ rhc 
paths belonging 10 different graphs. 

Figure J. Two paths obtained "'Jih two different graph" . 

There are several points to discuss about the accuracy of this llletho~. First 01 all. \~C ale interested ill calcu lau ug the d' .stann: 
between two poi rus over the surface of the real objects: the heart or a patient. the colon. a hon e. etc , BlH we an:' co mputiu g 
lengths over a polygon me sh. This algorithm is independent of rhepuethod used to extract the pol ygon mesh . so we w i ll not 
diSCtlSS here how good is the ge neratcd iso-surface. A detai Jed desqription 0 r d i fferc nt iso -surface extnK1 i011 ;11 go riih r1\" ;1l1d 
some topological considerations can be found in a paper from 'van Oelder and Wilhelms [S]. Once we hn ve ;) polvgon Jllt''ih . 

we want 10 compute the distance over that mesh between two points, In <J plane, the sho rt es t distance bel ween I \VO poin: ~ is 
the len gth of the straight line that joins the two points. 

To test the algorithm. we used the following nPPJ'O;)eh. First, we generated a triangle mesh of a plan e s 4 l W TC, We compute the 
length between two vertices belonging to this mesh using our algorithm. For this particular case. We know the exact value of 
the lengt h: becau se we ha ve a plane, the 111ini mum path between t\~o poi nts (l r Ihis r lane is a q raiglrt line. '>0 Ihe )1) iJIilllll III 

distance between these two point s is the length of the line that joins them, We call co mpare both valu es to calcul:lle (he errol 
we make 
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The IWO different kinds of graphs were tested. First, we generated a graph from the mesh. Then, we computed till 

between the center of the square and points inscribed in la circumference finding the minimum path. We also compi 
real distance bet ween the two points. Figure 5 is a graph of the error in the length estimation versus the angle betw 
path and lhe bottom edge of the plane. As we can observe, we have an anisotropy in the error: for so me angles, the 
much higher than for other ones . This is due to the fact that, when applying marching cubes 10 a data set Ihal pre sent 
curvature, we get a very regular mesh . In this case, we oblain also a very uniform graph (see Figure 4) . This uniformit 
reason for the ani sotropy in the error. 

Figure 4. Uniformity in Ihe graphs extracted from a plane mesh. 

In a real situation , we usually have non-uniform mesh es. SOl we will take the average error in the Figure 5 as an es timan 
the error we have in normal cases . In the case of simple graphs. i.e., graphs made onl y with vertices of triangles, the a ... 
error is 16.3 %, while in the graph made laking more poiius from the polygon mesh (the centers of the triangles ill' 

middle edge points) . the average error is 5.9 %. 
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Figure 5. Length error versus angle in two graphs of a uniform triangle mesh. 

I 

Once we have a set of three -dimensional points describing th~ minimum length path, we Can use this as input for U~ 
algorithm based em deformable models in order 10 minimize ~he real length. In our algorithm, we have a very imp: 
limitation: we have to create a graph based on points belonging 10 the mesh . We can overcome this limitation in 1'1 
nlgoruhms based on active models or snakes f I01, and modeling the snake with forces based on the gradient c 
continuous fldt! . 
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Figure 6 (3 ) is the output image we get with the render a lgorithm for a datu set of a head . The image in Figure G(h ) sI10\\ 

two paths we obtain between two points belonging to the sku ll. In Figure 6 (b) . the rendering was done ill the triung lc S 

using openG I, to show th e differences in the quality of the two re nde r techniques: iso-surface vo lume render ing a nd tri 
mesh re nderi ng. 

Figure 6. (a) Sku ll rendered with the visualization 1001and (b ) two paths over the skull co mputed over (W O di Herem ~ Inph s . 

Although so me improvements in the minimum distance es t ima tio n a lgorithm will be im ptememcd in the futu re, V,I:: ha l 
algorithm that provides us with a path between tw o points . Ma ybe this path is not optimal ye t tor distance ca lculauon-, I 
can he used to track automaticall y certain regions of the data iset. JUSl as an e xample, ill Figure 7 we sho w 1IVa paths obi; 
with our al gorithm in a co lo n data set. Once we have the connect ed three-dimensional po int s. the came ra C:II I be local. 
thai point s and we can render the interior orthe colon. 

Fig ure 7. 1 wu paths o ver the colon surlucc. 
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I 
7. DISCUSSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

i 
In this paper, we: have described our method s to co moine <In dfici~nt visualization algorithm and se veral measurement 
acquisition algorithm s, The visualization process is done in the voxcl ~pace, whereas the measurements are performed in the 
tn.uigle space. Wuh thJS approach . fast rendering in a low cost workstation and geometrical information extraction can he 
.n.luc vcc] ,ll once I 
Both the visualizuuou and the measurement process are based on the concept or an iso-surface. We render iso-surfaces, aud 
we extract intormauon 11'001 them, WI: can apply the same measurement algorithms for iso-surfaces representing different 
rcgrous 01 rhc human bod y I 
The three basic, purrs 01 the so ftware (iso-surface rendering, extraction jof triangle meshes and measurements acquisiti on}, art: 
IrllkpL:nd cllt of each other. The y co mmunicate through a well-de fined interface. Keeping thi.., interface unchan ged, we call 

modi fy one part of the '> o ftware without changing the rest of the application . 
i 
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